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ABSTRACT Efficient Data compression is a basic need for transmission of high data in small bandwidth transmission 
medium and/or in the device which is working on less power in the field of surveillance or close circuit 

image capturing system in relative less time. Researchers have developed many techniques to do lossy and lossless 
compression and provide us with optimized results but also there is a vast scope of research to be done as due to new 
type of filters which could be implemented as an inner functionality of transformation function for example DWT itself 
uses Daubechies9/7 filter to realize transformation, it is lossy coding technique and the other one DWT uses is Le-
Gal5/3 filter to realize transformation, it is lossless coding technique.So implementing a combination of more than one 
filter will be enough helpful for a new substandard or a new version of a standard to develop. Here proposed strategy 
is to use it in decoder side without castigate the visual quality of image.  
As we have seen that the share of images, video transmitted data in internet is in huge amount. But the standard of 
image in which it been used and transmitted has been not much changed which results in high time for transmission. 
Instead of this we can implement JPEG2000 standard for transmitting the image and video file and will have a great 
results but to do so we must having a edge of possibilities of way of compression in jpeg2000 improved standard.

Introduction
It is found that due to high resolution the data volume of 
remote sensing image is huge to be transmitted over in-
ternet or any medium of communication and as well as it 
is time consuming. To communicate and use them on In-
ternet we must compress to get our desire size and toler-
able resolution. Looking forward towards JPEG2000 com-
pression, there are many patent in this standard involved 
for better optimization. Here in this paper suggesting 
modification of algorithm including eliminating the un-
important background information that is being found by 
passing low pass filter which reflects the less effective data 
that can be deleted accordingly and also this paper sug-
gest a way to combine multiple transformations of data 
before passing to EBCOT coding in JPEG2000 compres-
sion method [2,4]. The experiment of this new concept 
show a significant improve in compression ratio of images 
of big size and also this concept can be used on video 
coding as JPEG2000 allows video encoding as well. With 
the improvement of security system and its installation 
throughout the globe has mostly rely on the images and 
video data that need to fast and securely transmit over a 
network.

Here first image is firstly transformed using DWT which in 
return provide the energy distribution on higher and lover 
frequency band [1,3]. On Lowest frequency band the im-
age is having generally 90% of the size of image [1]. On 
implementing different filter in DWT the size on lower 
band reduces and on higher band increases. But the fact is 
on higher band the edge information and texture informa-
tion, segment compression process are lying [1, 2].

In DSP the DWT is used for transformation of discrete 
signal from one domain to another i.e. from time domain 
into frequency-time domain. This transformation provides 
a structured set of coefficient for spectral analysis of the 
discrete signal. Images are a 2 dimension or for even can 
be read as a 3 dimension depending of its type like colour 
image or grayscale image are discrete signal.Hence the 

DWT can be implemented on the images; experimental re-
sults implied DWT as an emerging technology in field of 
image Compression. On comparison with other compres-
sion technique wavelet based coding had proved higher 
quality of compressed images with respect to compression 
ratio in the interval of time many techniques had been im-
merged implementing DWT for its compression parameter.

JPEG2000 practices the DWT algorithm to compression 
the size of image without much distressing the visual qual-
ity.DWT transforms each element of image from 2D space 
to visual resolution area mainly the makeover is done to 
get idleness of data which is a basic need in JPEG2000 
standard compression. There is default lossy technique 
named non reversible DWT which use Daubechiews 9/7 fil-
ter to realize the makeover and the other one default loss-
less technique named reversible DWT which use LeGal 5/3 
filter to realize the transformation[3,4,5,6].

JPEG2000 is considered as new standard in image Com-
pression analogy. It is having admirable compression ratio 
with Special Error Resilience (SER) and scalability features. 
This features results in varied range of application through 
this image coding standard [2]. In this paper only the per-
tinent data about the JPEG2000 standard is explained 
and the part of modification is show for optimization the 
result of the compression algorithm. More details of the 
JPEG2000 standard can be seen at the paper shown in the 
references.

Figure: The Proposed Concept for improvement in com-
pression algorithm in JPEG2000.
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Related Work
Lu Liang et.al. [1] They have find out of their research on 
EBCOT algorithm improvement will reduce the compres-
sion time and compression ratio. On removing correlation 
of high frequency wavelet coefficients after the process of 
wavelet transformation will not affect the image resolution 
and a wide area of flat amount of background data which 
reduce the coding process time. 

Jiménez-Rodríguez et.al. [10] Provided an approach for 
lossless decoding of the image and transmit loss reduc-
tion without re-encoding the image. They have shown the 
strategies for the decoding and transmission of JPEG2000 
code stream that produce lossless images.  

Liu Zhixing et.al. [11] Their Paper proposed a method of 
distributed JPEG2000 algorithm based on mobile agent 
for power saving and fast performance on remote devices 
processor. Using multi hop for transmit the data or called 
image.

While most the research paper have already proposed 
about the way of using the DWT in JPEG2000 compres-
sion algorithm but had failed to implement any combina-
tion of such filters parameter on the encoder side of vari-
ety of images which features are changing depending of 
the type of the images with respect to filters implied. 

So there is a need of the artificial parameter settler de-
pending on the type of image which can be done using 
histogram and on predefined dataset of the performance 
of the type of image and the filters list of combination that 
would suite best can be set to get the visually loss less im-
age .

Algorithm -Basic Function of optimization of images in 
JPEG2000 standard algorithm
A. Firstly to make a set of images on the bases of type 

classified on histogram data of the image.
B. Pretreatment includes the creation of the filter depend-

ing upon the type of image.
C. Component transformation includes some kind of 

transformation to decrease the correlation of the im-
age.

D. DWT function that is Discrete wavelet transformation 
is implemented on image for getting resolution space 
from dimensional space, it also increase the redundan-
cy of data purposefully for increase compression effi-
ciency significantly. 

DWT coding can be irreversible and also can be reversible 
wavelet transformation. The irreversible wavelet transfor-
mation by default is Daubechies9/7 filter for lossy coding. 
The reversible transform by default is LeGal5/3 filter for 
lossless coding [1]. 

In our proposed approach the family of filter are used 
for DWT depending on  the histogram of the image se-
lected ,the families selected in our experiment are 
Daubechies,Coiflets,Symlets, Bi-orthogonal, Reverse Bi-or-
thogonal, and Discrete Meyer. 

[Lo_D,Hi_D,Lo_R,Hi_R] = wfilters(wname);

The given function is a Matlab function that provides de-
composition and reconstruction of low pass and high pass 
filter parameter available on the name given as a name of 
the wname.

Now the wavelet decomposition is to done depending on 
transformation level and parameter of wfilters. And finding 
the decomposition vector ‘c’ and its corresponding book-
keeping matrix‘s’.

E. Using Brige-Massart strategy for thresholds of wavelet 
2-D returns level depended threshold and coefficients 
called nkeep which are used for de-noising and com-
pression of the image.

[threshold, nkeeping] = wdcbm2(c,s,1.443,2.87*prod(s(1,:)));

The above function to do BrigeMassart strategy in Matlab.

This function returns threshold and nkeep coefficients.

F. Now the histogram values of image provide the prior-
ity relation of the filter on the selection of the filter pa-
rameter to be used in the coding.

P=hist(image)%setmax.

This function is enough for selecting the filter based on 
the image histogram.

G. Now de-noising and compression using wavelet pack-
ets can be done using Matlab function named wp-
dencmp which input parameter is input signal the 
threshold one wname filter name which we obtain from 
‘P’ 

[compressed_image,TREED,comp_ratio,P] =wpdencmp(thr,’
s’,n,P(1),’threshold’,5,1);

H. Now the section code is of Entropy coding here we are 
using standard JPEG2000 entropy coding and modification 
we are doing in this section the Embedded Block  Cod-
ing with Optimized Truncation (EBCOT) is algorithm given 
by David Taubman is implemented  as it is done in ITU-T 
JPEG2000 standard[4,7].

F. Generating Compressed image
The Compression is messured on the retio of compression 
of the image from original one calculated by the equation 
shown below

C.R. = (Size of original Image)-( Size of the Compressed 
image) / (Size of the original image)

The quality parameter for the autonomous calculation is on 
the bases of the PSNR and MSE of the input image and 
resultant obtained image.

After the results obtained can be view visually are mostly 
lossless in the term of visually quality analysis of our hu-
man eyes.

Algorithm:
input_image=imread(‘pool_ball.jpg’);

input_image=imnoise(input_image1,’speckle’,.03);

n=input(‘enter the decomposition level=’);

P=hist(input_image);

sel=’’;

sel=select_filter_parameter(p);
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[Lo_D,Hi_D,Lo_R,Hi_R] = wfilters(sel);

[c,s]=wavedec2(input_image,n,Lo_D,Hi_D);

[thr,nkeep] = wdcbm2(c,s,1.443,2.87*prod(s(1,:)));

[compressed_image,TREED,comp_ratio,PERFL2]  =wpdenc
mp(thr,’s’,n,sel,’threshold’,5,1);

re_ima1 = waverec2(c,s,sel);

imwrite(compressed_image,’pool_ball-result.jpg’);   

Experimental Results
Note: Here the results are hooked on the bases of the 
technology available.

Here we are taking the set of images are

1) Pool_ball.jpg 
size   624KB 
Dimension 1280x1024 pixels

 
Compressed_image :pool_ball_compressed.jpg
Size 117KB
Dimension :1280x1024
Type lossless visually.

Compression ratio :  81.59 %
PSNR: 40.72 DB
MSE: 2.37

2) Multicolor_lion.jpg size 788KB
Dimension 2560x1440 pixels 

Compressed_image :multicolor_image_compressed.jpg
Size 356KB
Dimension :2560x1440
Type lossless visually.

Compression ratio :54.97 %
PSNR: 40.033 DB
MSE: 2.5422  
 
Conclusion and Future Enhancement 
After the research the process of image compression using 
JPEG2000 standard there are many possibilities depending 
on compression ratio and compression time which are in-
versely dependent on each other. The quality to keep loss-
less is more important than the time involved in it if it is 
remote storing like server database but in considering the 
remote sensing area for surveillance purpose quality and 
time factor are more important than the compression ratio. 
So the selection of the filter is being selected according to 
the histogram of the image and the priority of compres-
sion we set that we are using.

In future we can create database that can be made for all 
types of images as we know images histogram are being 
of wide range but the pattern can be saved and accord-
ingly the filters parameter can be selected for the DWT im-
plementation . 
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